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Prayer is a primary activity in the everyday lives of religious individuals and communities. The 
significance of prayer in contemporary life animates my scholarship. On one hand, prayers are 
the observable movements and recitations of religious practice; on the other, prayer involves the 
intimate relationships practitioners develop with divinities, themselves, and one another. Prayer 
can be spontaneous or rote; unimaginative or inventive; stylized or intuitive—and is often a 
combination of several of these. In my research, I conduct an ethnographic study of Catholic 
prayer in the U.S. in order to investigate the nature of these practices as well as their 
contributions to the formation of religious subjectivities. My work on young adult Catholics 
demonstrates that prayer allows practitioners to traverse the dichotomies between communal and 
individual practices, and between contemporary and long-established ritual forms. I also examine 
how prayer practices that appear archaic are being reappropriated in self-conscious response to 
modernity. These prayer practices are formed by and are forming the religious and cultural 
worlds practitioners inhabit.  
 
My dissertation, Catholicism Remixed: Catholic Prayer and the Making of Millennial Catholic 
Subjectivity, is a historically informed ethnography of recent college graduates who serve as 
Catholic missionaries on college campuses throughout the U.S. Their mission is to invite 
students to become “dynamically orthodox Catholics,” which is a Catholic identity defined by 
adherence to papal decrees and complementary gender roles. With a carefully policed 
relationship with evangelical Protestants and a savvy social media presence, missionaries market 
Catholicism to American college students. Drawing on fourteen months of participant-
observation, sixty-three ethnographic interviews, and material culture analysis of print and 
virtual documents, I argue that these millennial-generation Catholics cultivate a post-Vatican II 
Catholicism that interweaves traditional Catholic prayer with outreach strategies borrowed from 
evangelicals. They claim and propose Catholicism as uniquely able to overcome the perceived 
threats of secularism, relativism, and modernity. I rely on theories of intersubjectivity to argue 
that missionaries’ prayer practices cultivate Catholic selves. My first chapter contextualizes 
millennial missionaries as middle-class, American, post-Vatican II Catholics born during (and 
enamored of) the papacy of John Paul II. Chapter two analyzes missionaries’ daily prayers and 
argues that these mundane practices constitute the making of missionary subjectivities. My third 
chapter interprets the missionaries’ devotions to saints as prayer forms that allow millennials to 
integrate long-held Catholic traditions with Vatican II ideologies of the laity. This integration 
forms modern religious actors. In chapter four, I argue that gendered prayer lives instruct 
missionaries in cultivating their “feminine genius” and “authentic masculinity.” My fifth chapter 
posits that missionaries rely on collective experiences of Catholic ritual in contemporary 
American Catholicism attractive to twenty-first century youth culture. 
 
My research contributes to the academic study of prayer by theorizing prayer as an 
intersubjective set of practices whereby religious subjectivities are made, gendered, and 
challenged. Catholic prayer, in particular, is a complex intermingling of bodily, mental, and 
emotional practices. Prayer is a discipline wherein practitioners place themselves, repeatedly and 
with the correct (and ever-correcting) disposition, in the presence of divinities. More broadly, my 
work demonstrates how religious subjectivities emerge as dynamic responses to cultural and 
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religious expectations. My research develops our knowledge of how religious practices constitute 
selves. 
 
My work also intervenes in the study of U.S. Catholicism. I study an emergent culture within 
contemporary American Catholicism. Born in the late 1980s and early 1990s, these are the 
college-educated grandchildren of “cultural Catholics.” Their Catholic imaginations have been 
shaped by attending public (not parochial) schools with students from a wide variety of religious 
traditions, by Catholics in positions of political power in the U.S., and by the sexual abuse crisis. 
The pontificate of John Paul II and the long reverberations of (and nostalgia about) the Second 
Vatican Council constitute their religious landscapes. Their Catholic imagination writes in 
Twitter hashtags about Gothic-styled Eucharistic devotions and contends that the modern world 
is lacking virtue. Prayer forms once assumed nearly obsolete—devotions to saints, Adoration, 
and lectio divina—are being reimagined into a millennial-generation Catholicism in the twenty-
first century U.S. I argue that these young Catholics reimagine these prayer forms to create a 
Catholicism that is savvy in American culture, yet decidedly Catholic. My findings also 
complicate sociologists’ claims that young adults make unencumbered choices about religious 
identity. I demonstrate that families of origin, collegiate friendships, and prayer experiences 
shape of millennials’ religious identity.  
 
I have presented papers based on this research to the national and regional meetings of the 
American Academy of Religion and the Society for the Anthropology of Religion. At the 
Chicago Ethnography Conference and Loyola University-Chicago’s “Crossings and Dwellings” 
conference, my papers developed my interpretations of prayer and contemporary U.S. 
Catholicism. I will present a portion of my envisioned expansions to the 2016 American Catholic 
Historical Association. An article, “‘St. Gemma is My Girl!’ Devotional Practices of Millennial 
Catholics and the Making of Contemporary Catholic Saints” is under review with American 
Catholic Studies. I have prepared a book proposal on this project for NYU Press.  
 
My next project builds on my research in how prayer forms are reworked in response to modern 
life. I am conducting research about the Sisters of Life, an order of Catholic nuns founded in 
response to legalized abortion in the U.S. These women wear traditional habits and maintain a 
rigorous prayer schedule while providing housing and adoption services to women in unplanned 
pregnancies. This project uses gender studies and cultural theory to examine the religio-political 
lives of contemporary nuns. The question this research seeks to answer is how and why women 
religious reinterpret the long history of Catholic prayer as part of their response to contemporary 
U.S. politics. In answering this question, my project also provides a much-needed case study of 
on-the-ground Catholic pro-life politics in the twenty-first century. I have proposed an article 
about the Sisters of Life’s “Life app” to a recent call for papers for U.S. Catholic Historian, 
which analyzes the sisters’ use of modern technology in response to legal abortion.  
 
My research contributes to knowledge about the varieties of prayer in religious life. My broader 
research skills are in religious experience, women and religion, and the intersection of religion 
and U.S. culture. I study at the intersection of religious practices and daily life. Understanding 
the complexity of socially contingent religious practitioners furthers knowledge about how 
religion and culture interact. My work complicates scholarly understandings of religion and 
religious subjectivities in contemporary life.  


